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Personal Notes taken from  

ANGELSPEAKE: A Guide on How to Talk With Your Angels 

   by Barbara Mark and Trudy Griswold 

 

__________ 

 

 

 You are not led. You are shown, then you desire what you see. 

 

 It is our mission to teach you to hear us. Our mission is to help you find your 

mission. 

 

 …Our energy comes directly from God.  It is a sound energy. A vibratory energy 

that spirit can attune itself to. You cannot hear it on your plane. It is part of the 

electronic bands in the spectrum. 

 

 …Many of you are being awakened today to hear our messages and to believe in 

our help and support, our practical help and support. As you go throughout your 

day, we are there. We are not hiding, or difficult to feel or to know. We are 

always with you and we are always available.  Now. 

 

 What holds humans in limitation is their preference for the past, desire for the 

future, and avoidance of the Now. 

 

 …No matter how big, huge, all-consuming, or wise you think God is…you do not 

have Him big enough. Not nearly big enough. God is Love, The Father, The 

Mother, The Source, The All, Allah, the Divine Mind, The Supreme Being, The 

Goddess. Whatever you have learned to call Him or Her, God is the one we all 

pray to. Even we angels. 

 

 Those angels who will be teaching you the most frequently: angels, guardian 

angels and archangels. 

 

Angels were created by God to be His messengers, to do His will, and to help 

humankind…they watch over you and guide you and keep you safe….providing help, 

support, and comfort.  Have never lived on earth. Are unique beings and, after God, have 

the greatest view of the total purpose of earth, its inhabitants, and the universe. 

 

Archangels are God’s emissaries to give to earth love and compassion.  They will help 

you increase your learning and strength (particularly helpful in your spiritual 

path/journey). Though there are more, seven archangels have been assigned to earth to 

help us while we are on our planet. 
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Major Archangels: 

 

 

❖ Michael:  From the Hebrew, his name means “Who is like God.” Battles 

evil, challenges people who have evil or negative intentions, and helps 

people open up to new ways of thinking, bringing courage for spiritual 

experiences. 

 

❖ Raphael:  name means “God has overcome.”  Works with healers and 

artists and is helpful to creative souls. Messages from Raphael may help 

you to focus on creating space of beauty, a recognition of the beauty that 

surrounds you, and the healing energy that comes from embracing such 

beauty. 
 

❖ Gabriel:  Most often associated with a trumpet, his name means  “Man of 

God.” Announces God’s plans and actions. He brought the news of Jesus.  

He will tell you about your path and purpose and will send help to 

complete your mission. 

 

❖ Uriel:  “Fire of God.” Archangel of Prophesy. Helps you complete your 

goals and your life missions. If you get off-center while on your spiritual 

path, you can expect new thoughts and transforming ideas. 
 

❖ Haniel:  “Mercy of God.” The nicest things of life are watched over by 

Haniel. Beauty, love, happiness, pleasure, and harmony is his domain. 

 

❖ Raziel:  “Secret of God.” Archangel of Mysteries.  Questions and 

mysteries encountered while on our spiritual journey inspire us to dig 

deeper in search of divine knowledge. As we seek, Raziel may come 

through with inspirations and ideas that unlock the truths we are seeking. 
 

❖ Auriel:  “Light of God.”  Most closely associated with our future and our 

purpose and goals. 

 

 

 

Guardian Angels were assigned to you personally and are always with you, committed 

to you for your entire life. 

  

…We never work singly! If you see just one of us, know there are thousands of 

backup helpers. We always come as a Heavenly Choir of Love. What you need to 

perceive for your greatest good is what you will perceive. 

 

The truth of angels is they have many shapes, forms, sizes, appearances and duties. 

Masters and spirit guides are wise, elevated souls who have usually lived on earth as 

human beings.  They are the majority of beings who will be coming to you with 

messages…workers, teachers (examples: Jesus, saints, prophets, etc) 
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The Four Fundamentals for Living Successfully: 

 

1) Ask  -    Be specific in what you are asking. Clarity. Be positive. 

 

2) Believe -    and trust that if it is the right thing for you, if it is part of your plan  

for being here, then it will happen.  Ask for what you have decided 

to have and then expect and believe it shall be given if it is for your 

greatest good. 

3) Let It Happen -   requires patience.  Letting go is allowing the angels to work.  Also  

proof that you believe.  Just expect positive results and ask the 

angels to help you. 

4)  Thank You -   Once you have asked for something, believed and trusted you will 

receive it for your greater good, and then let go of the process and 

outcome, it is time to say “thank you” for His will being done. 

 

 

Ask us to be with you. 

Believe that we are with you and that you will receive a message. 

Let it happen and begin writing what you know to write. 

After your message is received, acknowledge it with a Thank you. 

  

 

 

Seven Steps to Talk with Your Angels: 

 

1. Pray – Ask to be a clear channel and keep yourself out of it. Pray for the truth and 

the gift of spiritual hearing. 

 

2. Breathe – Sit and relax. Breathe and become open. Do not meditate. But also, do not 

activate. Just be of serene nature. (Angels first surround your being with energy, then 

slide into your cells through your breath.) 

 

3. Listen – We come to you as a whisper. Soft and gentle. It will seem as your own 

thoughts, but we will stop and start. If you hear three words, type or write the three 

words. There may be a pause before the next words, but they will come. Do not force 

it, us, or you. 

 

4. Write – Hear the words come just a second before they are written. You will hear. 

Do or worry about it making sense. You do not have to go into some spiritual state. 

Just write what you hear as you hear it. Sometimes you will receive “thought 

sentences” where you know what you are going to write in total, like a story you 

know already or a phrase you frequently use. The harder you think, the less flow 

there will be. (This process of taking information is called automatic dictation – you 

write what you hear or know to write, given to you through your thoughts. Not to be 

confused with automatic writing, where you are not aware of the information as it is 

being sent.) 
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5. Accept – What you writ is what you write. We are guiding you but it will feel aws 

though you are making it up. It may always feel as though you are making it up. 

Acceptance is the most important part. (Remember, the messages are never unloving, 

unkind, or mean. They are pure angel love.) 

 

6. Inner Knowing – There will be an absence of ego involved. You will not have to 

“think” about it or “plan” it as you would a paper. It just comes. You will find you 

don’t remember what you wrote after you wrote it. It will always seem fresh. 

 

7. Trust – What we tell you is the best information we have at the time you receive it. 

We do not want to run your life. This is a guidance to speed you along and to teach 

you skills you will need in your life’s work. These are spiritual gifts. You did not have 

to do anything to get them. More will be given as you progress. Do not dissect for 

accuracy. Free will and different time tables create different patterns similar to ocean 

currents. 

 

 

Say to yourself each day… 

    

           At this moment, I trust the eternal wisdom of the universe.  God is guiding my 

          every step and is surrounding me with love and protection. I am doing His will. 

 

 

Asking a question to the angels is sometimes helpful in getting started with the 

writing…helps you focus and will start the energy.   

 

Prayer:   Dear God, please help me to hear you clearly through your loving angels. Allow  

  me to be healed in my areas of greatest need and to learn more about your      

 truth, love and joy. 

 

While writing, ask for the name of the angel who is talking. You will be amazed at the 

names you will hear.  May also hear a group name. 

 

…Your earth is truly going through a spiritual evolution or revolution. Know this. 

You personally are seeking and alive. You are connected to your path. We love you and 

are here to help you. All you have to do is ask! 

 

 

 

3 Ways You Receive Angelic Messages: 

 

1. Clairvoyance  -  ability to see thinks not visible to the naked eye. Second sight. 

(example: the word being sent to you is bell…you see in your mind a bell and know 

to write that word…type of bell is significant.  The bell you see relates to the 

message) 
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2. Clairaudience  -  ability to hear sounds not heard by the human ear.  (Whatever you 

hear – word, sound – you will know to write the word). 

 

3. Clairsentience  -  the awareness of knowing beyond the five human senses. The sixth 

sense.  Knowing that you know. (combined use of all the senses and is the greatest 

gift…feelings…may not even be your own. 

 

 

 

Erase doubt (do not add any negative remarks/comments to your statements, editing 

words to fit your opinions of life and your self-image.) 

 

Angels work on your energy. If you don’t hear them, breathe. 

 

Keep positive attitude.  


